10 Business Problems Solved by Excel and
Over the last two years, we have solved many problems that businesses have experienced. We have a unique way of dealing with
problems, seeing them not as a hindrance, but rather as a potential success. We have selected 10 of our favourites which we have
showcased here. We use our advanced experience in Excel to create a tailor-made solution for our clients.

Problem 1. "I don't know how much time I have spent on each client, I spend ages trying to work out the time spent so I can charge them
accordingly."

Solution: We created a simple to use
spreadsheet where you were able to capture
the time which you spent on projects, as you
spent it. This was merely one of the many
reports calculated as a result of the data
entered. Month by month, time spent per
particular project and the amounts to bill the
clients. (these were the statistics for one
client as selected).

Problem 2. "I'm a London based sales rep, and I need to have an easy to understand visitation sheet which I can print out and take with
me on the road."

Solution: We used a combination of Excels graphs and a picture of a map to
create a map of the client's graphical jurisdiction. Once we had downloaded
all of the longitudes and latitudes of the post codes of the area, we could
create this automated map. You select the clients that you wish to visit and it
accesses all of their information from their job card, and displays the relevant
details and location. Simple, precise and organised!

Problem 3. "I create hampers for people, and I need to be able to change the price of a specific item and have all of the hampers that
contain that item adjust accordingly. I also need to get prices for the hampers (including labour) and I need to have a material breakdown
for all orders."

Solution: This one was an exciting
challenge, we love to tackle practical
problems like this one, and project
management is right up our alley. Firstly
we created a database for all of the
materials, and assigned prices for each.
We then created a section where you
could allocate specific materials to each
hamper. All that was left to do was to
allow the opportunity to add a price for
labour for each hamper (some required
more time than others). This was the final
result, the top right picture shows the
quote that you could generate for your
client. Select the product, and how many
they require and it calculated the rest. It
even calculated a complete list of
materials required for all of the hampers!
(See the picture labelled 'Materials List').
This also allowed the client to change a
price on the materials price list, and all the
hampers that contain that material will
adjust automatically. Imagine the time
savings here!

Problem 4. "I need to know which branch is performing the best, and I would also like to know which of our advertising ventures are the
most successful"

Solution: This one was easy, the client wanted to keep
specific record of each transaction. They already had a
spreadsheet where they captured each transaction
with the necessary data. We took the idea of their
spreadsheet and expanded on it. Without requiring
any extra data we managed to get these automated
reports (as well as others). Here you can see the
report for each branch as well as a breakdown of the
success of each advertising method. We also managed
to have a report showing each salesperson's income
and earnings at a specified percentage. This was all
work that the owner would sit and do manually. It is
now automated. Simple, precise and organised!
If you have spreadsheets that you use, why not see if
we can offer you any upgrades to achieve more from
what you already have?

Problem 5. "I need a project management system which keeps track of my jobs. I would also like the documents that I send to clients to
be automatically generated and up to date."
Solution: We created just that! This was one of our largest
projects to date. It kept track of each project, purchases,
invoices, labour and many other criteria. The image to the right
shows part of a report that was automatically generated based
on the job card. There was no need to update this, as the
invoices were paid and you captured it, this document would
show it off automatically. The dates would all update as you
went along. So many companies spend ages filling in the same
information in various locations, in general you only need to fill
some data in once and it should be able to filter through to all
relevant areas. This eliminates errors and saves time. We have
also managed to automate invoices, quotes, reports and even
confirmation letters to clients. We can't show you all of those
pictures as they contain sensitive client data.

Problem 6. "I have the raw data, but it makes no sense to me, I need something that will analyse the data and give me a report."

Solution: This is money for jam with Excel! We had had a few
companies coming with this issue, and we love to create
project management dashboards like the one illustrated here.
We create sheets where you are able to capture the relevant
data, and then use formulas and charts to display the relevant
'bottom-line' statistics in such a way that it is easy to read.
Most companies have tons of data, but they don't actually
have the information that will help them to make the right
business decisions. A dashboard spreadsheet will take your raw
data and transform it into very useful information. The chart
on the right is part of a project management dashboard, which
was custom made. The chart itself was also custom made as
Excel 2013 is not set up for stacked, clustered column charts.
We custom made this one.

Problem 7. "We don't have an official HR department, so we need to keep track of what is going on with our staff. Can you help us to
keep on top of our staff situation?"

Solution: We have realised just how big an issue managing staff
can be, that we have created 5 staff management related
spreadsheets to date (3 of which are available to purchase in
our store, and 1 can be downloaded for free). We have created
a spreadsheet to track absentee days and vacation time, as
well as closure dates for the business. We have also created
various staff appraisal spreadsheets, and even one to
succession plan for all of your companies important positions.
At the time of the creation of this document, our staff related
spreadsheets were the most purchased (and the brochures the
most downloaded) of all of our products. It appears that this is
a real issue for businesses, so I doubt that we have even
scratched the surface in this industry.

Problem 8. "We have some social media accounts, but we don't really know how productive they are. Can you help us to properly
analyse how our social media accounts are performing?"

Solution: We hear you, we have the
same issue. We have already created a
spreadsheet to give you more
information about your twitter
presence, which you can purchase in
our store. Most social media platforms
have certain statistics and data
analysis, but it never seems to be quite
what we are looking for. That is what
lead us to create the 'Tweet Manager'
spreadsheet. We have also created a
useful LinkedIn tool, that helps
individuals to make the most of
LinkedIn, which you can download for
free on the free downloads page on our
website. As social media becomes more
and more vital to companies, I can see
that we will be doing more such
spreadsheets in the future. We also
realise that different people will
require different solutions, another
benefit of using Excel.

Problem 9. "We need a simple system, to create and monitor invoices. We would like to be able to create invoices based on our price list,
and then track which of our clients have paid and which haven't."

Solution: There are many invoicing systems out there, many of
which are cheap to purchase or even free. This made us
hesitant to create such a system, although since we have, it has
proved quite popular. There are so many businesses out there
who use word document template to create invoices, and then
monitor who has paid by keeping the paper printouts in the
respective tray! We have created one product in particular,
which is available in our store, that will make this process
much easier. Create invoices (based on your price list), select
the client from your client list, and then monitor who has paid
and who hasn't. All in an Excel spreadsheet. This is also an area
where one size doesn't necessarily fit all, so I'm sure we'll be
doing more of these in the future. To the right, is a picture of
an invoice generated by this spreadsheet. It was created as a
'standard' product, so it is fairly customisable. If we were to
custom make something like this, we could potentially go into
much more detail, and add more features. The example used
here was based on a company that made and sold sandwiches.

Problem 10. "We would like a system to track our sales, and see if we are reaching our targets. We would also like to see our predicted
income based on previous years."

Solution: This is a common issue for all
business, at the end of the day, we do
what we do to make money. We all
have targets and we all try to reach
those targets. If we can see where we
are at any given stage, this could be
invaluable to us. Now we could go into
much more detail with a spreadsheet
like this, depending on the specific
company and their requirements, but
we have made a simple one-size-fits-all
spreadsheet, which we are giving away.
If you have other spreadsheets (for
example one where you create and
track your invoices) it could actually be
linked with this one, which means you
don't even have to capture the data for
this spreadsheet, it could be fed by the
other! This is one more benefit of using
Excel. Take a look at the examples of
sales tracking (figures are fictitious).

We hope that this brochure has given you some good ideas on how to correct some of your issues and inspired you to contact us.
Please click on our logo below to visit our website for free downloads, relevant articles, more PDF brochures and information about
what we can offer you.

Watch our YouTube Advert!
Click the
logo to visit
our website!

Watch our Standard Products Advert!
Click the
logo to visit
our online
store!

Thank you for reading this, please visit our site
for all social medial links and other details.
Please note that all figures on this brochure are
fictitious and should not be taken literally. All
content © Sumcor Ltd - Trading as Spreadsheet
Solutions. Simple, Precise and Organised!

If you would like to sign up for our
monthly newsletter, which contains
free download links, relevant
business articles, Excel tips and
tricks and more information, please
click on the image to the left.

